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Introduction to Pre Algebra 7
Students have been exploring operations with integers and rational numbers using
integer chips, number lines, and rational tiles.  They are working towards becoming fluent
in their computation with rational number operations while exploring ways to apply these
skills to real life situations.

Pre Algebra 7
Students have been exploring operations with integers and rational numbers using
integer chips, number lines, and rational tiles.  They are working towards becoming fluent
in their computation with rational number operations while exploring ways to apply these
skills to real life situations.  Additionally, students are starting to think algebraically!  We
have learned how to simplify algebraic expressions by combining like terms and have just
started our work with solving algebraic equations.

Language Arts
Throughout the course of September, students read Amy Tan’s “Two Kinds” and

Simple Plan’s song “Perfect” where they analyzed how the narrators’ experienced
internal conflict. This resulted in our first literary analysis paragraph using the structure
TFIQAC. Currently, we have just begun reading S.E. Hinton’s The Outsiders, where
students are analyzing characters, methods of foreshadowing, and symbolism. We have
been working on taking high-quality, critical thinking based notes to help us better
understand the story and author’s craft moves.

Science
In science, seventh grade students started the school year learning about the
characteristics of living things and exploring the “invisible” world around them through
the lens of a microscope. We began by observing the differences between living and
nonliving things and have now moved on to distinguishing between the different types of
cells found in unicellular and multicellular organisms. Students were excited to investigate
water from a local pond for the presence of microorganisms! Next, we examined both
plant and animal specimens as we studied cell structure and function. Students designed
3D models of eukaryotic cells and created analogy posters comparing a cell to a known



entity. We have now begun our study of the levels of organization found in multicellular
organisms, with an emphasis on the structure of human cells, tissues, organs, and organ
systems.

STEM7
Students in 7th grade STEM went trick-or-treating with their own
prosthetic hands! Students worked in pairs to create their hands out
of household items. The goal was to create a hand that can grasp, lift,
and lower an object. Students had a "sweet" time testing their
successfully-constructed hands.

Social Studies
Seventh grade students recently completed a detailed analysis of a “Timeline of
Democracy”.  Milestones on the timeline ranged from 3300 BCE (Sumerian Civilizations) to
the Age of Enlightenment and the likes of John Locke, among others.  Students learned
how ancient civilizations and specific documents contributed to our current
understanding and application of democracy.

World Languages
Students in 7th Grade Italian, in honor of Italian Heritage Month (October) studied various
famous Italian-Americans and discussed the immigration wave to the US during the late
1800's to early 1900's.  In November we will start a unit on weather and the students will be
creating and making videos of their own weather forecasts throughout the 20 regions of
Italy.

Students in 7th grade Spanish classes researched and presented information about
famous individuals from the Hispanic-Latino World, and created visual and oral
presentations for Spanish Heritage Month.   Students in Sr. Bernal’s clase have been
reviewing the use of the verbs “necesitar” and “tener” to discuss their famous individual.
Students in Sra. Reyes and Sra. Viera-Ferrer’s classes have been working with the
Spanish Speaking countries and are reviewing the pronouns and the verb “ser.”



Art
Students in 7th grade art are learning about package and product design. Working in
small groups of 1, 2 or 3 students, they will be discussing what (food) product they’d like
to “produce”, a company name and logo, a product name and logo, whether or not there
will be a mascot and anything else they have learned about that's on a food container.
When they are finished, they will present their product to the class via commercial.

Cycle Music
Our 7th grade students learned about the blues musical genre. This genre heavily
influenced the popular music we listen to today. It is simple in form and anyone can create
and play it. Students explored blues history by researching questions and significant
blues artists, listening to and analyzing different styles of blues music. The students
synthesized their knowledge of blues history, musical knowledge and life experiences to
compose and record their own blues tune complete with lyrics, a melody, and an
improvised blues solo. Our final unit of the marking period, we will explore music in film.
Students will learn about the role that music plays in setting and reinforcing the tone of a
film scene. Students learned key terms about the process, how to effectively synchronize
musical events to visual actions within a clip and students will demonstrate their
knowledge by completing the culminating project which will be the students scoring
original music for a 30 second to 1 minute silent film clip.

Intro to Theatrical Expression and Communication
7th graders have been exploring the techniques and exercises used in theatrical

performances as a means to improve their own skills as effective communicators. Most
recently they wrote and presented speeches on topics of their own choosing and later

practiced “cold reading” commercial copy as actors do at auditions. They will finish up the
marking period rehearsing and performing abridged scenes from Shakespeare’s A

Midsummer Night’s Dream.

At-Home Strategies
Each newsletter will spotlight a strategy you can use at home to support your child's
learning. This month's focus is on teenage sleep with an article written by Brigham and
Women’s Communications from The Harvard Gazette.

As a new school year begins, Harvard-affiliated sleep health researchers have a message
for parents and caregivers on teenage sleep: you’re wrong.

A study by investigators from Brigham and Women’s Hospital enlisted experts in
adolescent sleep to identify myths. Researchers then surveyed parents and caregivers,
finding that more than two-thirds believed in the top three most salient myths about
sleep. These involved school start times, the safety of melatonin, and the effects of
altered sleep patterns on the weekends. In their new paper, published in Sleep Health, the
authors explore the prevalence of each myth and present counterevidence to clarify
what’s best for health.



“Adolescents face myriad barriers when it comes to sleep, some of which are
physiological and others behavioral,” said corresponding author Rebecca Robbins, a
researcher in the Brigham’s Division of Sleep and Circadian Disorders and a Harvard
Medical School instructor. “Given these challenges, it is critical to reduce any modifiable
barriers that stand in the way for young people when it comes to sleep. Our goal was to
identify common adolescent sleep myths and inspire future public outreach and
education efforts to promote evidence-based beliefs about sleep health.

“Caregivers and adolescents commonly turn to the Internet and social media for
guidance on topics such as sleep. Although these platforms can be sources of
evidence-based information, there is the chance that misinformation can proliferate on
these platforms.”
The researchers surveyed 200 parents and caregivers about 10 sleep myths identified by
experts. Some of the prevalent myths that Robbins and colleagues identified and
deconstructed include:

• “Going to bed and waking up late on the weekends is no big deal for adolescents, as long
as they get enough sleep during that time.”

Approximately 74 percent of parents/caregivers agreed with this myth. But, the
researchers explain, varying sleep schedules on the weekend — also known as “social
jetlag” — can worsen sleep and does not restore sleep deficits. The authors cite studies
showing that varying sleep schedules on the weekend can lead to lower academic
performance, risky behaviors such as excessive alcohol consumption, and increased
mental health symptoms.

• “If school starts later, adolescents will stay up that much later.”

About 69 percent of parents/caregivers agreed with this myth. Robbins and colleagues
cite numerous studies showing that delayed middle and high school start times resulted
in significantly more sleep, with extended sleep in the morning and minimal impact on
bedtimes.

• “Melatonin supplements are safe for an adolescent because they are natural.”

Two-thirds of parents/caregivers believed this myth. While melatonin has become a
common supplement for adults and adolescents, longer-term studies on its use are
lacking, particularly when it comes to melatonin’s effects on puberty and development.
The content of melatonin in supplements varies widely. The authors also raise concerns
about teens taking melatonin without medical evaluation or supervision, and without
using behavioral interventions to help address insomnia.


